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Every year 70 million people in developing countries leave their rural homes and head 
to the cities.  
70 million per year… 
1,4 million per week… 
200.000 a day….                                                                                                   (UN‐Habitat) 

The housing formal market in Latin America is not  
affordable for the poor. 

The Illegal Settlements permit impoverished people not only to 
save on the cost of housing, but also on the initial cost of 
infrastructure compared to a formal residential area. 

 There is a network of selfhelp that help inhabitants of those 
settlements to survive. 
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Country GDP  % of Urban 

population  
Bangladesh 513 25.1 
Brazil 8876 84.2 

China 3180 40.4 
Colombia 5174 72.7 
D.R. Congo 206 32.1 
Egypt 2109 42.8 
India 1043 28.7 
Indonesia 2181 48.1 
Mexico 10747 76.6 
Nigeria 1490 38.2 
Pakistan 1000 34.9 
Peru 4610 72.6 
Philippines 1908 62.7 

Venezuela 10828 93.4 

From a “macro” point of view: 
Selected Countries GDP vs. % of Urban population 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Data from 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Urban Observatory, 2007 estimates 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Country Nominal % of Squatter 

GDP  in main cities 

Bangladesh 513 42 

Brazil 8876 30 

China 3180 19 

Colombia 5174 23 

D.R. Congo 206 75 

Egypt 2109 41 

India 1043 41 

Indonesia 2181 56 

Mexico 10747 59 

Nigeria 1490 73 

Pakistan 1000 41 

Peru 4610 38 

Philippines 1908 76 

Venezuela 10828 43 

The GDP and the 
percentage of 
squatter population 
are not related! 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Data from UN‐HABITAT, Global Urban Observatory, 2007 estimates 

Selected Countries GDP vs. % of squatters. 



LATIN AMERICAN SLUMS: 

Data from UN‐HABITAT, Global Urban Observatory, 2007 estimates 



Caracas, Venezuela. 



CASE STUDY 1:    
LA DOLORITA, Caracas, Venezuela. 

La Dolorita is an Unauthorized Settlement in the 
Caracas suburbs and is representative of hundreds 
of shanty towns in the Venezuelan capital.   

The sector was a rural area. Migrants invaded the 

land and and build improvised shacks more than 40 
years ago. Afterward,  a complex process of self‐
improvement took place. As the population became 
larger the problems increased.  







Case Study 2:  SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico:    La Perla 

Puerto Rico is the most visited island of the Caribbean; one of its major attractions is 
the colonial area of Old San Juan. Separated from San Juan and million of tourist by 
defensive colonial walls, the slum of La Perla is not only physically isolated, but also 
socially segregated from the rest of the metropolis despite 80 years of co-existence.   





LA PERLA: 
The most expensive piece 
 of land in Puerto Rico 



Photo: Michael Goodwin 

 Florida Atlantic University  
architecture students 
 researching in La Perla, Puerto Rico 



RESEARCH  DATA: 

100 /50  householder survey of more than 100 factors 

Study of Urban plans and walking paths of neighborhood 

Architectural survey of 100/50 shelters (plans and photos) 

Informal interviews and conversation with the neighbors 



1� Shelter location� 26� Floor material� 51� Who built the house� 76� More community services �

2� Born Place of the householder� 27� Roof material� 52� How they extend the house� 77� Improve sewerage�

3� Time living in the shanty town in years� 28� Walls Material� 53�
Extended to have an additional shelter for the 
family� 78� Streets and paths improvements�

4� Where the householder lived before� 29� Cooking space� 54� To have more space for the family� 79� Public transportation�

5� Time living in this house in years� 30� Main water resources� 55� For make an inversion� 80� Al factors �

6� Owner Status of the house� 31� Sewerage system� 56� For rent to others tenants� 81� Did you like to move from here?�

7� Number of Living Room (s)� 32� Cooking energy� 57� Others reasons� 82� Did you like to move to a government shelter?�

8� Number of Dinning Room (s)� 33� Electricity supply� 58� Spaces with multiple functions� 83�

9� Number of Bedroom (s)� 34� Furniture's: Kitchen� 59� Level of satisfaction� 84� I like how me made it�

10� Number of Kitchen (s)� 35� Cabinets� 60� First change or improvement suitable� 85� Is adequate for my family needs�

11� Number of Kitchen- Dining (s)� 36� Beds� 61� Second change or improvement suitable� 86� Is our house-holder decision.�

12� Number of Bathroom (s)� 37� Living room or sofa� 62� Third change or improvement suitable� 87� We can extend it during the time�

13� Number of Work area or store� 38� Dining Room� 63� Fourth change or improvement suitable� 88� Made according our economical resources�

14� Number of Terrace or balcony� 39� Chairs� 64� Other or no applicable� 89� All the anterior same importance�

15� Number of Others spaces or non used rooms� 40� Refrigerator� 65�
Householder participate in the neigh. 
improvement?� 90� Giving construction material or credits�

16� Total rooms excluding. bathrooms, terrace� 41� Kitchen cabinets� 66� Streets and paths improvement� 91� Legalization of the land tenure�

17� Number of rooms /shelter inhabitant� 42� Stereo� 67� Other public areas improvement� 92� Improve water  and electricity supply�

18� Number of bathrooms/shelter inhabitant� 43� Radio� 68� Improve water or elect. connections� 93� Improve sewerage and  water collectors�

19� Householder share the house?� 44� Television� 69� Helping to built neighbors shelters� 94� Improve streets and paths�

20� Family members living in the shelter� 45� Washing machine� 70� Others improvements� 95� All the anterior same importance�

21� Description of the familial composition� 46� Phone � 71� Augmentation of density affect the shelter?� 96� Can be better your housing conditions in the future?�

22� Others inhabitants living in the shelter� 47� Cellular Phone� 72� Security against criminality� 97� Did you like the neighborhood?�

23� Age of the house   (in years)� 48� Dry machine� 73� Improve internal  housing conditions� 98� Householders' family monthly income in US$�

24� Number of floors� 49� Video� 74� Better electricity service� 99� How many adults for the family income�

25� Structure material of the house� 50� Total of 15 selected furniture's items� 75� Improve water service� 100� How many children for the  family income�



Correlation Coefficient between selected Nominal factors 

Correlation Coefficient between selected Nominal factors 



The Cramer's contingency coefficient is one method to provide an 
easier to interpret measure of strength of association. Specifically, it is:  
where  

T = the chi-square test statistic given above N = the total sample size  
q = minimum (number of rows ,number of columns) This statistic is 
based on the fact that the maximum value of T is:  
N q - 1) 

Analysis using the Cramer Coefficient of Association 



FINDINGS: 

1. -  Structure quality and improvement in shelters with vehicular access 
tends to be superior. 

2. - Shelters are improved even without land tenure. 

3. - Services are installed even without land tenure. 

4. – Land tenure is not a priority for the inhabitants of the case studies. 

5. - Level of housing improvement does not necessary depend on the family 
income differences. 



LAND  TENURE  AND  ITS  IMPLICATIONS  IN  THE 
IMPROVEMENT  OF LATIN AMERICAN  UNAUTHORIZED  
SETTLEMENTS. 

•  Land tenure: 
      In general Land tenure is considered a fundamental factor that must be in place for 

the rapid improvement of any informal community.   

     Land Tenure = High improvement of unauthorized settlements 
     Lack of land tenure = Low improvement of unauthorized settlements?  

      In selected settlements… that is not always the case. 



Finding:  Dwellings  are  improved  even  without 
land tenure. 



Finding:  Settlers  consider  their  dwelling  to  be 
adequate even if they lack land tenure 

When settlers were asked if they believe their shelter is 
adequate for their own family needs, 80% of La Dolorita 
householders and 96% of la Perla householders 
responded positively (There was no significant difference 
whether the householder had land tenure or not).  



Only 11% of the householders regarded their shelter to be 
inadequate. The number of householders without land 

Very few householders are not satisfy with the 
dwellings: 
Only 11% of the householders regarded their home to be 
inadequate. The number of householders without land 
tenure in la Dolorita, who believe their house is adequate 
for their family, is greater than the number of those 
householders with land tenure  



Finding: Householders expect the government to help 
them; granting land tenure however is not among the 
most important tasks of the government.  



Finding: Settlers participate in neighborhood improvement  
even if they lack land tenure: 

The absence of land tenure does not seem to be an 
 obstacle towards neighborhood improvement.   



CONCLUSIONS: 
Unauthorized settlements differ greatly and it is not easy to 
make any generalizations about them.  Still, many of them 
share the same features. In Latin America, the dwellings are 
usually self-built by the initial land invader. After the 
householder has acquired some sense of safety from 
eviction, the process of improvement can take place. 

In other regions of the world, the process of self-
improvement by the householder is precluded by the 
patterns of ownership.  This situation is typical in some 
Asian countries, where the model of unauthorized 
settlements often involves a unique landlord that rents out 
hundreds of shelters, thus discouraging any improvements 
by the tenants 



In the neighborhoods presented in this study improvements 
appear almost independently of the land tenure condition if the 
householder is the “illegal” owner of the unit. 
Shelters are rented and sold independently of their land tenure 
status. 

That does not mean that land tenure is not a suitable condition, 
since access to urban land is a fundamental necessity in any 
society. 

However, the lack of land tenure can be considered an advantage 
for a host of reasons. Because of its illegal character, the building 
process is relieved of the restrictions of legal barriers and permits.  
Housing can easily be adapted to family needs and resources.  
Householders have the freedom to build whatever they want 
without government permits.  



Is the Latin American ‘ freedom to built”  
something adequate? 


